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On the Meaning of Activities concerning “Voice”
: Especially about “Reading”
OHTANI,Sachiko
Konan University
　　Konan University started a “Reading” program for students in 2015.This paper discusses 
the meaning of offering activity programs concerning “Voice”, especially “Reading” programs for 
university students. “Voice” is the origin of language, is a sign of vitality, and brings each of us 
into existence as a person. Recently, the use of mobile-phones and smart-phones increased our 
communication that are based on sight. Hence, the experiences of feeling “Texture” of “Voice” 
seems to become more important.The activities where “Voice” is used,we listen to the “Voice” 
each other and it may make our sense of existence more reliable. And listening to “Voice” as an 
expression makes us more sensitive to “Texture” of “Voice”. These activities make our body 
more accessible, open up new possibilities to express ourselves in various degrees, and enable 
us to gather emotional experiences.
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